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The former Dean of the Yale Law School, Guido Calabresi, once observed that, “[t]he role of the scholar is to look in dark places and to shed light on what he or she sees there.” In his current book, Family Values and the New Society, Professor George Smith continues to define his on-going role as such a scholar by tackling the contentious issues of the New Biological Society. With insightful and creative analysis, he provides not only a glimpse of law in action, but structures templates for legal reform. Perhaps no greater challenge to the New Society exists than that seen in the frontal assaults to the traditional notion of family. In his latest work, Professor Smith examines how old and new ethical values and moral convictions combine with changing political and social forces to demand a re-evaluation of the
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institutional model of family life. Within his book, Professor Smith structures four divisional themes for analysis: challenging or restruct-
turing the concept of family, reproductive privacy or social responsi-
bility, intra-familial and external discontinuities, and the dissolution
of the family unit. The interconnectedness of these four themes is seen
through the central reference to motherhood and fecundity and, more
specifically, the extent to which it is expanded (or, restricted, as the
case may be) within traditional views of reproductive freedoms.

Growing societal acceptance of same-sex preferences and support
privileges in marital relationships, with attendant rights of adoption
and uses of non-traditional forms of reproduction, is viewed by some
as evidence of America's cultural breakdown. Others prefer to see
these changes as a positive accommodation of the New Society to the
voices of pluralism and inclusiveness which, in turn, promotes a new
cultural vibrancy. Feminism, as yet another important cultural force,
has both challenged and re-stated the historical roles of women in
contemporary heterosexual marriages.

The extent to which all of these societal forces succeed in promot-
ing a re-definition of the concept of family within state and local gov-
ernments is yet still uncertain. At the federal level, however, the De-
fense of Marriage Act, passed by Congress on September 11, 1996,
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“re-affirms the traditional view of heterosexual marriage by allowing the states to refuse to recognize same-sex marriages across state boundaries.” As such, it stands as a strong barrier to any rush to judgment towards validation of same-sex relationships. What remains to be seen in the future, however, as an accommodation to the growing efforts to legitimize domestic partnerships, will be a wider acceptance of various incidents of marriage (e.g., employment pension and health plans) for same-sex relationships.

The analytical framework Professor Smith constructs, in attempting to evaluate the various conflicts raised throughout this book, complements his own status as a situationalist. Accordingly, rather than utilize rigid or unyielding a priori ethical standards as constructs for decision making, he analyzes the complete factual basis of each problem (or issue) from a macro perspective before proceeding to evaluate the consequence of particular courses of action from a micro view. The inherent character of this balancing test requires economic, legal, medical, social, ethical, and individual costs to be measured against societal benefits. The ultimate course of action or resolution of conflict, then, is decided by a determination of what action minimizes human suffering, is humane, and at the same time, advances from a utilitarian perspective the greatest good for as many people as possible.

The importance of economic efficiency or economic utilitarianism as a vector of force in the Smith construct is seen realistically in the analysis of death with dignity and organ harvesting. Both of these areas of concern must, necessarily, utilize an assortment of balancing tests in order to determine whether continued and very costly end-of-life care is futile and should thus be ended together with the mechanisms - economic and social - utilized in generating a total equality of opportunity for organ transplant recipient. Interlinking any consideration of these two areas of concern, however, should be acceptance of
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the penultimate norm of "love, simple kindness or mercy." In other words, Professor Smith urges a standard of reasonableness and humanness, especially for those hard end-of-life decisions which have the effect of ending families themselves.

In sum, Family Values and the New Society presents a thought-provoking and critical analysis of a number of current socio-political, ethical, cultural, and legal issues which will dominate the thinking of all citizens in the new millennium. Indeed, much of what Professor Smith writes will shape and inform future debates and discussions of the family. The extent to which, in the final analysis, there is an accommodation of new attitudes that impact on re-defining traditional family values. This must be presented within the political arena and "not be made preemptively by a judicial system devoid of responsiveness and accountability to the political will of the majority." 21
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